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Together we Innovate

Dear Customers, Dear Colleagues:
Welcome to the first Ti News edition of 2020.
With this new decade, the focus has never been more intense on circular economy,
sustainability, and environmental issues. At Taghleef, we are making important
advancements and responding to heightened and emerging sustainability goals.
As a committed partner in the supply chain, we take our responsibility seriously and
actively incorporate measures to reduce, reuse, and recycle. We are not new to these
efforts, and the proof is in our products. We have invested significant time and resources in the development of
NATIVIA® bio-based films, which are fully compostable. We have contributed to the advancement of effective
PET bottle recycling streams with our SHAPE360™ films. And for years, we have cooperated with major
international consumer products companies to optimize packaging by enhancing functionality with films such
as EXTENDO®.
Meaningful change requires more than our actions alone, and it involves the enthusiastic collaboration and
commitment from all partners in the supply chain. We invite this synergy, knowing that we accomplish more
together.
This approach also aligns with Taghleef’s new corporate motto: “Together we Innovate.” Driven by our
determination to be a collaborative, pioneering, and trusted partner, we believe remarkable things are achieved
when people and ideas unite. This unity is what drives our progress and moves the world forward for future
generations.
We look forward to meeting with you at Interpack in Düsseldorf this May. Our NATIVIA®, SHAPE360™,
EXTENDO®, DERPROSA™, TiTANIUM™ and SynDECOR® products are just some of the developments that we
are excited to discuss with you. We are confident that you will discover product solutions that meet your needs,
and we are hopeful that the information and expertise shared will serve as catalysts for positive change.
Together, we will innovate.
Sincerely,
Dr. Detlef Schuhmann
CEO Ti Group
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New corporate motto:

Together
we Innovate

At Taghleef, our core purpose is to bring people, partners,
and stakeholders together to contribute towards making
a better planet by fostering sustainable innovation — with
one packaging, one product and one brand at a time. We
achieve this by using our global reach, scale, and research
within and beyond our industry to develop breakthrough
solutions that impact people’s lives today and in the
future. That purpose is at the heart of our new corporate
motto: Together we Innovate.

Collaborating with customers, vendors, and colleagues to
uncover new perspectives, discover new challenges, and
explore new solutions is the way we do business.
Whether it’s developing new films for labels and
packaging or new ideas that will propel us all forward
together, Taghleef works together to innovate.

About the Cover: A microscopic view of our innovative packaging film
Taghleef is always looking at packaging films from
a series of perspectives, from environmental impact
to aesthetic and tactile benefits to performance. On
our cover, you see a microscopic perspective showing
a topographical representation of the surface of one
of our advanced packaging films. The image was
produced using a special machine called an atomic
force microscope (AFM) at one of the best engineering
and science universities in the USA, Purdue University.
AFM is one tool that allows us to study in detail the
nature of our films and innovate to achieve ever higher
performance.

and success, and even show us variances in hardness on a
nanometer scale. It also makes for a super striking image
for this innovative Ti News cover!

While the majority of our films are mostly flat, the
film pictured on the cover is unusual: it’s a new highperformance packaging film engineered to prolong the
freshness of food. In the image, low valleys are blue,
peaks are yellow, and red is the midpoint. The entire
range is only 100nm, or one ten millionth of a meter.
The colors provide height data that help us measure and
characterize concepts like roughness. We can use it to
find imperfections in a surface, identify causes of failure
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NATIVIA® and Brie Coeur de Lion
Bio-based film improves brie packaging

French cheese producer Compagnie
des Fromages & RichesMonts
(CF&R) wanted to avoid aluminum
for packaging its flagship product,
Pointe De Brie Coeur de Lion, and
consider a bio-based solution
instead. The answer proposed
by the Richard-Laleu Group
was to use Taghleef’s
NATVIA® BoPLA film
laminated with paper.
This structure
presents
multiple
advantages,
not only in
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protection and aesthetics but
also in the development and
preservation of their brie’s unique
flavor.
Benefits of NATIVIA film and paper
lamination include an extended
shelf life of two to three days and
a fold-over capability, which allows
the packaging to fit the triangular
shape of the cheese wedge and
creates the possibility of applying
a repositionable label.
Ripening, a key process in cheese
making, involves careful control of
humidity and oxygen levels. Unlike
aluminum, NATIVIA film allows
the brie to breathe by allowing
moisture to escape at ideal rates.
In this way, the packaging actually
simulates an environment close to
the ripening cellar.

Strategies for Sustainability

Extended Producer Responsibility
What is it and how can EXTENDO® help?
Until a few years ago, brand owners hardly gave
thought to what happened to their packaging once
consumers bought and used their products. Now
things have changed in a big way, with producers’
concern extending to the entire life of the product and
its packaging, from product inception and packaging
design to what happens to these items after use.
The main initiative behind this shift is called Extended
Producer Responsibility, or EPR. EPR uses financial
incentives to encourage manufacturers to design
environmentally friendly products and packaging
by holding producers responsible for the costs of
managing their products at end of life. This activity
is funded by the materials-specific fees paid by
producers. Fees are based on a variety of parameters,
including quantity (weight) of packaging and selection
of materials, as different materials have different
collection costs.
A Europe-wide 2018 Circular Economy Package (CEP)
defines the way plastics and plastic products are
designed, produced, used, and recycled. In the U.S.,
interest in EPR for packaging grew as the impacts
of China’s import restrictions on recyclable material
unfolded in 2018. A plan for comprehensive legislation
to minimize plastic waste is set to be introduced at
the federal level this fall, including EPR programs for
products and packaging and incentives for industry to
develop more sustainable alternatives.
In Europe, the U.S., and indeed throughout the world,
Taghleef has been actively steering the flexible
packaging industry with EXTENDO® high barrier films
that provide innovative solutions for packaging weight
reduction and recyclability within a BOPP-based
structure.

Product Design

Collection/
Recycling

Material
Sourcing

EXTENDED
PRODUCER
RESPONSIBILITY

Product Use

Production

Ti’s EXTENDO AlOx coated film
(HBAX, AluClear HBEL- AluClear 2T- AluClear HILS)
• replaces metallized films and allows customers to
see the product
• replaces PET AlOx films
• replaces PVdC films and provides better shelf life
(with EXTENDO UHX in Americas as well as XFWM
and XFWL in Europe)
Taghleef’s technical team is active and already helping
end users transition from multi-material to monomaterial solutions.

APPLICATION

CURRENT MULTI-MATERIAL STRUCTURE

MONO-MATERIAL SOLUTION

Coffee Pack

PET/ALU/PE

TNS /EXTENDO® XZMX/CPP

Fresh Pasta

PA/CPP

EXTENDO® XTMH/CPP
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Strategies for Sustainability

Shape of things to come

TDS Shrink films are flexible & sustainable
Imagine the freedom to fully decorate beverage
containers in a wide variety of shapes and sizes while
maintaining transparent windows. Or the
ability to shrink a sleeve on a thin or
empty dairy container without squeezing
it. Or designing a personal care product
with a tailored suit and avoiding the
undesired “smile effect.” Better
yet, imagine achieving all of this
while improving recyclability,
and thus sustainability.

Ti’s SHAPE360™ TDS can
make these possibilities a
reality. SHAPE360 TDS is
a global product that is the
ideal choice for companies
who want to step forward in
shrink sleeve labels without
compromising environment
safety. While performance
and design differentiation
are powerful drivers that
make TD shrink sleeves
one of the fastest-growing
sectors of the label market,
environmental concerns about
the recyclability of labeled
PET containers have been
raised and should not be
underestimated.
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When plastic containers reach their end of life, they
are collected and sent along with other plastic wastes
to be recycled at sorting facilities. Mixed plastic
wastes are mechanically crushed into plastic
flakes that are transferred to a floatation tank
filled with water. Here, low-density materials
float while high-density materials such as
PET-flakes sink. Floatable SHAPE360 films,
designed with a proprietary low-weight
olefin polymer technology, reduce the
weight of labels, which improves the
quality and yield of PET recycling.
With SHAPE360, all bottle and
label materials are recoverable and
recyclable.
With European recycling legislation
being reworked for 2020 and new
legislation being proposed in the U.S.,
the topic of recycle-friendly packaging
and labels is and will continue to be an
important focus of discussion between
plastic manufacturers, packaging
converters, and brand owners. Being
sustainable is a mindset and a lifestyle
choice, and Ti is helping brand owners
embrace and thrive throughout this
challenge.

NATIVIA® D813:

First bio-based and biodegradable solution for I-IML
Among the novelties presented at Labelexpo
Europe, Taghleef Industries proudly announced
the introduction of a new sustainable film solution
NATIVIA® D813.
NATIVIA D813 is the first bio-based and
biodegradable I-IML film on the market that
complements Ti’s widest range of IML BOPP films.

NATIVIA D813 is designed to run on reel-to-sheet
offset printing machines, achieving good printing
speed and excellent ink adhesion.
These properties make it a unique film that meets
the growing demand for bioplastic-based containers
that can be decorated with I-IML technology.

D813 film is based on PLA (polylactic acid), a resin
derived from renewable raw materials (e.g., corn
starch or sugar cane). It is a clear film with a glossy
side for printing and a matte side for injection
molding. This aesthetic feature of the film provides
an elegant no-label look to the final PLA container,
which was represented by a real coffee capsule
sample.
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Technical Focus

Science behind NATIVIA®
Bio-based PLA films
Taghleef’s bio-based film, NATIVIA®, has
become a popular choice for a wide variety
of applications. Over the years, Ti scientists
have identified a number of market
segments for which the unique property
profile of this material is a perfect match
for a broad array of applications, from
bread bag windows to compostable bags
and flow pack for fresh vegetables.
Interest in polylactic acid (PLA) in general,
and PLA-based NATIVIA in particular,
has dramatically increased as companies
embrace the ideals of the circular economy
and sustainability. Not only is NATIVIA
bio-based, but it is also both biodegradable
within industrial composting facilities and
chemically recyclable.
This is important because collected waste
is frequently mixed or contaminated with
significant amounts of food waste, to the
point that separation and purification for
material recycling would require resources
that negatively impact any environmental
benefit. In such cases, industrial
composting is the best choice to reduce
the volume of waste and eventually retain
at least a part of the carbon inventory as
methane to be fed into the natural gas
distribution grid.

Alternatively, after
recovery of nonPLA plastics for
material recycling
and removal of food
waste, the remaining
PLA and NATIVIA-rich
plastics can be subjected
to alcoholysis at moderate
temperatures, resulting
in a mix of mainly lactide
monomer (i.e. lactic methyl
ester). More elegantly, this
results in pyrolysis (heating
under low oxygen conditions) to
recover more than 95% of the
monomer units. The addition of
catalysts helps increase purity and
yield. (This process has been explored
by Galactic in Belgium.)
The regenerated lactide monomer
can be purified to polymerization
grade monomer quality—a perfect
recycling loop of high energy efficiency.
Taghleef scientists are hard at work
devising new structures for NATIVIA
for use in an even wider array
of applications so that with a
growing market share for PLA,
this recycling loop becomes
commercially feasible.

Interest in polylactic acid (PLA) in general, and
PLA-based NATIVIA in particular, has dramatically
increased as companies embrace the ideals of the
circular economy and sustainability.
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FachPack 2019

Sustainability in focus at this European trade event
With approximately 1,600
exhibitors and 44,000 visitors
from all across Europe, this year’s
FachPack event was bigger and
more Euro-inclusive than ever
before.
As is the case with many
packaging trade shows these
days, the primary topics centered
on sustainability and the circular
economy, with exhibitors and
visitors fully engaged in exploring
packaging alternatives designed
to replace established multimaterial laminates with recyclable
solutions. Taghleef`s NATIVIA®
and EXTENDO® lines are star
performers when the talk turns
to the need for sustainability in
packaging.
NATIVIA is a 100% bio-based film
that offers excellent mineral

oil and aroma barriers as well
as an exceptionally low carbon
footprint compared with other
packaging substrates. NATIVIA
and its properties promote
an environmentally friendly
packaging that uses fewer natural
resources and leaves less waste.
Thanks to its unique structure
that delivers an exceptional barrier
against aroma, gas, vapor, and
mineral oil, Taghleef’s EXTENDO
line, in combination with a CPP or
Ti’s high seal strength film TSH,
provides a perfect substrate to
replace established laminates like
PET/PE or PET/ALU/PE with a
mono-material solution.
To support the design and
re-design of packaging for
recyclability to achieve their
circular economy goals,
INTERSEROH partnered with

Taghleef to try EXTENDO.
INTERSEROH tested several Ti
films in their production facilities
and reported that the packaging
featuring EXTENDO films achieved
the “Made for Recycling” label.
That designation is only given
to packaging that scores more
than 18 of 20 points in the
scientific testing of sortability and
recyclability by the criteria of the
BIFA environmental institute.
Experts from both INTERSEROH
and Taghleef were present at
FachPack to answer questions
and provide information to
interested visitors. Taghleef is
ready to partner with packaging
companies throughout Europe and
around the world to help meet
and exceed customers’ needs for
sustainability and the circular
economy.

Ti Europe Team: Szilárd Csato, Alberto Scala, Gunnar Vahlenkamp, Andreas Müller, Gabriela Tempo,
Oliver Nickel, Marina Birnbaum, Alexander Georgescu, Manfred Hohmann, Dr. Ulrich Reiners
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Labelexpo Europe 2019

Together we innovate for labels
Taghleef proudly showcased label film innovations at
Labelexpo Europe in September in Brussels, Belgium. The
40th anniversary edition was the largest yet with over 600
exhibitors!

Although Taghleef has not yet launched a commercial film
with post-consumer recycled (PCR) content, we shared our
commitment and projects on the use of PCR content for
label films with our valued partners and customers.

For Ti, Labelexpo Europe is a well-established event where
we nurture connections with customers, industry leaders,
and partners and expand an already impressive international
business network.

Ti also hosted live presentations on the booth. Visitors lined
up to hear Nico Van Der Walle speak on MCC Verstraete’s
launch of their printer solutions for sustainable IML
packaging. We also welcomed Michael Minch Dixon from
CEFLEX who presented on circular economy.

Today, there is intense focus on circular economy, and it was
certainly a hot topic at Labelexpo. One way Ti responded was
to hold a panel press event to discuss three film innovations
in sustainability: renewable resource NATIVIA® IML films,
floatable shrink sleeve films, and PCR content films.

Ti’s clear NATIVIA D813, a PLA film for injection in-mold
labels, is the first bio-based and biodegradable solution
for I-IML on the market, and it complements the existing
portfolio of Ti’s IML BoPP films by bringing the added value
of a PLA-based product.
SHAPE360™ is the brand name for Ti’s TDS 50µ film, a
remarkable 65% TD shrink sleeve label film that supports
circular economy with improved recyclability of sleeve
decorated PET containers.

Taghleef Global Labels Team
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In addition to highlighting their sustainable film solutions,
Taghleef presented PPGP and PPGB, two top coated films
for pressure sensitive labels which are BBP-free and food
approved. They have unique extruded (not coated) adhesive
bonding layers as well as proprietary polymer technology
that provides the best barrier in the market to migrating oils
and substances. Now that’s real innovation!
With such a wide portfolio of products on display and so
much activity on the booth around sustainable solutions,
this 40th edition of Labelexpo was one of the most
interactive and collaborative exhibitions ever.

Interpack 2020

Q&A with Andreas Mueller
Andreas Mueller
Ti Germany Managing Director

Ti News interviewed Andreas Mueller, Managing Director of Taghleef
Germany, to learn more about Taghleef’s participation at Interpack, the
highly anticipated trade show for the packaging industry.
Q: What is Interpack, and why is it one of the most
significant and most anticipated shows in the packaging
industry?

Every conversation is valued. And not to mention, it’s great
to have a very broad insight of the industry when you’re
walking the exhibition grounds.

A: Interpack began in March 1958 with just 30,000 sqm
space and 250 exhibitors from 9 participating countries.
Since then, Interpack has developed into the biggest, most
important global packaging trade fair, attracting machine
manufacturing companies and predominantly packaging
solutions providers. Last Interpack, with a bigger space
of 180,000 sqm, the show attracted 2,900 exhibitors
with 170,000 visitors from 170 countries. The upcoming
Interpack 2020 promises new records and is anticipated to
be bigger than ever before.

Q: Are there any new solutions or innovations Ti will be
presenting during the show?

Q: When did Ti start participating at Interpack? Can
you describe how Ti’s participation in the show evolved
throughout the years?
A: Ti first participated at Interpack in 2008, basically just
after the company was established. We first had it on a
small, decent scale but with the same basic concept we
aim for today. Of course, as the company evolved and grew
towards business development, we adapted the concept
to convey the right statement to the public. In 2017, we
presented ourselves in a new, modern style, and I believe
we’ve reached a well-balanced format that strikes the right
message.
Q: What are the significant results of regular participation
in the show?
A: There have been some general different opinions about
attendance or non-attendance at exhibitions and what
kind of value could be gained by attending them. For me,
the answer is given on the spot when we meet customers
and suppliers. It’s such a great opportunity to meet many
important people from the industry in a very efficient style.

A: Of course! This is always a key element of our Interpack
presence since this exhibition takes place only every 3
years. It’s a relatively long period of time, and a lot of new
developments can happen in between—from new products
to environmental developments. This time, Interpack will
probably be dominated by the topic of circular economy to
which Ti responds with our NATIVIA®, EXTENDO®, and a
range of sustainable packaging solutions.
Q: Are there any activities in the booth that our visitors
should anticipate?
A: During the last Interpack, we featured for the first time
a “Speakers’ Corner” which was well received. We are proud
to continue this element along with other improved and
modernized features in the booth. I am very confident
that the activities Ti will present on our stand will be
appreciated by all visitors.
Q: How is Ti’s participation for the 2020 show going to be
different from previous editions?
A: One can expect a “solid and well-oiled performance”
from a committed team of Ti colleagues from around
the globe. We promise a successful Interpack 2020 with
outstanding services that guests can expect from both our
booth and hotel boat. Our famous morning briefings will
guarantee that!
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First IML film sensitive to UV light:
Boosting quality control and efficiency
D590 is the first IML film sensitive

to UV light, developed to simplify
the automatic identification of
blow-by defect at molders.
D590 is a 60µ white voided film for
I-IML suitable for small/medium
containers and lids as well as thin
and thick wall applications.
The innovation of D590 is
represented by its intrinsic
fluorescence property on the
injection side. This unique feature
facilitates the automatic in-line
detection of blow-by, which is one
of the most common defects that
impacts the quality of injection
molded containers with IML and
increases the rate of discarded
material.

D590 reacts to the UV light
source used in the quality control
inspection system. This means
that if the label is exposed on the
injection side (blow-by defect),
this will be easily detected by the
camera, and the defective container
will be rejected.
This feature does not compromise
the printing and injection
performance of the film. D590
guarantees good chargeability and
antistatic properties, excellent die
cutting and overlap performance,
and is suitable for conventional
offset inks.

Half the thickness, same performance
D445 at K trade fair with Windmöller & Hölscher
At K trade fair 2019, Taghleef worked in partnership with

Windmöller & Hölscher (W&H) to introduce an important
milestone in the field of food packaging. A leading
international manufacturer of machines and solutions
for flexible packaging production, W&H ran Ti’s ultrathin D445 (10µ) film on their Heliostar S gravure printing
machine.

D445 is a sealable and pre-treated film that delivers
outstanding performance at a print speed of up to 400m/
min. It is excellently suited as a print carrier in PP singlematerial laminates with barrier films such as EXTENDO®.

Gravure printing of thin films poses a particular challenge
because the register accuracy must be up to same
standards as that of a 20µ film. However, using D445
successfully showed that consistent excellent register
quality at high speeds is possible, even when film
thickness is halved. This means that twice as many
packages can be produced with the same amount of raw
material—a huge advance in circular economy efficiency.
From Left to Right: Wolfgang Sprehe, Matthias Bredel (Ti Films), Izabela Schäfer, Stephan
Krabbe, Rainer Kruse, Daniel Rosne
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Better together:

Biofilm brings more options to North American market
As a leader in the fast-paced, exciting, and challenging
North American packaging market, Taghleef continues
to expand and adapt to the market’s needs. As we
listen to our customers and observe the market, we
seek to understand the trends shaping our packaging
future. The movement away from preservatives and
colorants toward natural ingredients, the trend toward
a wider variety of food types, and the demand for
recyclable solutions have converged to push packaging
toward continually better barrier, clear barrier, and OPP
equivalents for alternate substrates like foil and PET.

Taghleef’s recent merger with Biofilm has increased our
ability to respond to these market forces. Our combined
portfolio of clear barrier films provides good-better-best
options for diverse markets from bakery to pharma,
and it is clearly broader than any of our competitors’
offerings. Metallized films ranging in barrier levels and
sealant options, thicknesses, and appearances offer
a myriad of possibilities. The North American sales
group is excited to extend the sales and service reach of
Biofilm’s products to a broader base of North American
customers.

Innovando ConTigo
Andina Pack 2019

For the first time since the merger with Biofilm,
Taghleef exhibited at Andina Pack, the most important
international fair in Latin America. The fair took place in
Bogotá, Colombia from November 19 to 22 and had more
than 525 exhibitors. With their combined sales forces
and the most advanced technologies, Ti offers the Latin
American market the widest range of product solutions in
food packaging, labels, and graphic arts.
Taghleef also warmly welcomed VIP guests to an
evening cocktail social which was held nearby. The event
featured enjoyable music, delicious food and drinks,
and good company. With Ti’s global upper management
in attendance at both the fair and the evening event,
Taghleef’s genuine commitment to customers in the
region was evident.
Visitors to the booth included customers from Mexico,
Peru, Costa Rica, Brazil, Guatemala, and El Salvador,
among others. Conversations over authentic Colombian
coffee were focused on market trends and the heightened
emphasis on sustainability and the circular economy. Ti
continues to support the circular economy with innovation
and creativity, generating value in a sustainable way.

Taghleef Latin America Team
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Better products for a better planet
New aluminum foil replacement
Taghleef Industries, aware of its obligation to
offer sustainable packaging options, and aligned
with the market’s common objective to use
packaging that is easier to recycle with a lower
environmental impact, has begun launching
ultra-high barrier bio-oriented polypropylene to
replace aluminum films.
A clear application for these new films is in the
micro-pulverized products segment for items
such as coffee, powdered milk, and powdered
soft drinks that need high barrier to moisture,
oxygen, and light. Traditionally, these
products have been packaged using a trilamination structure of polyester-aluminumpolyethylene. As a solution, Ti’s new platform
of products offers a transparent low slip
polypropylene film laminated to a metallized
polypropylene film with ultra-high barrier
and very high seal strength and sealing
integrity, opening the door to mono-material
structures that facilitate its recycling.
Taghleef films replace aluminum foil with
a metallized film of low thickness that is
treated on both sides, increasing recyclability and
decreasing environmental impact. In addition, Ti
has replaced aluminum with aluminum oxide in its
ultra-high barrier films, delivering a solution that
maintains the properties of aluminum while avoiding
contamination during the recycling process.

WVTR & OTR Barriers three ply lamination

Taghleef develops films for a demanding present while
still imagining a better future in which planetfriendly alternatives are the priority.
0.16
Bioalumin-ULTR and ALU-CLEAR
0.15
ULTR are just the beginning.

PET 12µ / FOIL 9µ / PE

0.62
0.55

0.25
0.18

PET 12µ /
BIOALUMIN ULTR
2T 15µ / PE

PET 12µ / PET
MET 12µ / PE

g/m2 dia
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Tobacco giants choose Ti Films
Meeting today’s continuing demand
Led by global giants Philip Morris (PM) and British
American Tobacco (BAT), the tobacco industry
continues to be an important sector within global food
market economics, and thus, an important customer of
packaging films.

Ti continues to provide high-quality BOPP films for
tobacco packaging to meet industry demands. Our high
shrink film, TXT, features consistent COF and a wide
sealing range, making it ideal for use on high-speed
packaging machines, particularly those running hard
pack and overwrapping.
In addition, we offer TST-P, a clear, printable, and
shrinkable film recommended for reverse printed
applications, as well as TSO, our non-shrink version for
packs and overwrapping.

Global Consumption by Application (KMT)

Global Consumption by Region (KMT)
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Source Global Tobacco Films Market 2019 by LPI
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Source Global Tobacco Films Market 2019 by LPI
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DERPROSA™ at LUXE PACK MONACO
double benefits for the luxury market
With more than 470 exhibitors from
the world over, LUXE PACK MONACO
represents the largest platform of
creative packaging manufacturers in
the world. The show took place from
September 30 to October 2, 2019 and
featured more than 300 exclusive
product introductions of the most
advanced luxury packaging solutions.
For Taghleef, LUXE PACK offered
the opportunity to showcase the
latest developments in Graphic Arts
films under the brand DERPROSA™,
a well-known and respected name
in the industry. As in previous years,
the hot topics for 2019 continued to
revolve around sustainability and
differentiation.

Sustainability

Differentiation

To answer the market’s demand
for sustainable luxury packaging
solutions, Taghleef introduced
two PLA bio-based films that are
currently being tested for graphic
arts applications: DERPROSA GLOSS
NATIVIA® and DERPROSA SILVER
NATIVIA. These innovative films not
only shine for the bio-based origin
of their raw materials, but they also
stand out for their recyclability. In
this regard, Taghleef’s BOPP range
of films offer an ideal combination—
mono-materials, density below 1, and
ease of separation from paper in any
average paper recycling stream.

LUXE PACK attendees looking for
something new and different were
drawn to Taghleef’s brand-new
LEATHER and LINEN texturized
films. Together with DERPROSA
SANDY ORIGINAL, these three films
represent the company’s latest
innovations in the field of haptics—
films that deliver a distinctive
experience based on their tactile
(touch) appeal. The DERPROSA brand
was actually the pioneer in this field
with the world’s first-ever haptic
film for Graphic arts Applications:
DERPROSA SoFT TOUcH® Original
along with its variations, SMUDGE
RESISTANT and PRESTIGE.
With new developments targeting
the market’s hottest areas of
interest, the DERPROSA booth
demonstrated our commitment
to innovation and support for the
graphic arts industry.

LUXE PACK MONACO featureed a live green wall, reinforcing
Ti’s commitment to sustainability and the circular economy.
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Schattdecor launches

SynDECOR®-based product line
Schattdecor is the first décor printer
to introduce a SynDECOR®- based
decorative overlay that’s produced
in Europe. Smartflex Nature is
Schattdecor’s innovative solution
to the demand for thermoplastic
surfaces in the furniture and interior
design industry. It features a
“decorSynchronous” look and matte
finish with real wood character.
The flexibility and formability
enabled by the SynDECOR film makes
Smartflex Nature ideally suited for
wrapping wood components and
trim. It’s flexible enough for hinged
or folded components such as
shelf inserts or cabinet backs while
also offering an anti-fingerprint
technology that’s engineered into
the surface. In addition, its superior
water resistance and easy-clean
surface make it a perfect choice for
use in wet environments such as
kitchens and baths.
SynDECOR film is produced in
Ti’s Alcala la Real plant in Spain.
Schattdecor prints and lacquer
coats the film to produce the
finished decorative overlay which
is then supplied in roll form to their
customers for lamination to wood
substrates.

According to Klaus Müller, Executive
Sales Director for Processed Surfaces
at Schattdecor, “Smartflex Nature
is the first printed, ready-to-use
thermoplastic surface we have
ever offered for furniture. Using
Taghleef’s SynDECOR film as the
print substrate allows us to offer
vastly superior moisture resistance
and flexibility than would be
possible with other materials.”
SynDECOR is the ideal material
for decorative overlays like
Smartflex Nature because it
provides a smooth, consistent
print surface for superior print
quality while also using less
ink in the printing process
than paper-based overlays.
A polypropylene-based
BOPP film, SynDECOR is
a more environmentally
conscious choice than
other thermoplastics
such as PVC. In addition,
the board protection performance
is achieved using less material,
promoting sustainability.

Ti looks forward to the continuous
innovations coming from Schattdecor
using SynDECOR film for their
Smartflex Nature decorative overlays
in the future.

Schattdecor Smartflex Nature is
perfect for kitchens and baths.
Photo courtesy of Schattdecor
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Aboriginal Artist

Commissioned for Dubai and Wodonga locations
A previous issue of Ti News
featured the story of Australian
aboriginal artist Dave Dunn and
his transformation of cast-off
cardboard cores into art. The
artwork was well-received and
Taghleef commissioned Mr. Dunn
to create more paintings which
now grace the corporate offices in
Dubai and Wodonga.
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The painting shown is the artist’s
creative representation of Ti’s
growth, values, and commitment
to the circular economy. The tree
at the center stands for Taghleef
as a whole, while its five main
branches represent the areas
where Ti operates: Oceania, Asia,
Africa, Europe, and the Americas.

Aboriginals in Australia believe
the earth we inhabit is central to
our life, as it generously provides
us the air we breathe, the water
we drink, and different plants and
animals in various forms. There
must be no separation between
the sacred earth and the people
who inhabit it. The art reminds us
of the need to be mindful of our
actions, as they greatly impact our
planet’s sustainability.

About David Dunn
My name is David Dunn.
My Aboriginal name is
Gaagang. Born in 1964,
I am Wiradjuri and I
come from a small
town 50 miles west of
Dubbo called Trangie (in
Aboriginal this means
“quick”).
As for my art, I use my
own style. I was told by
an elder from the Warburton community, “Paint what
you feel; not what you see.” So I paint from the heart
and from the memories of my childhood. Our family’s
totem is the emu and I have been told I have an
extremely strong sense of spirit and family.

Accredo Asia partners with Taghleef

Conventional, compostable, renewable solutions
Taghleef Industries, along with resident partner Namson,
attended the launch ceremony of Accredo Asia in Bình
Du’o’ng Province, outside Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam. The
state-of-the-art flexible packaging converting plant with
Reifenhauser’s most advanced gravure and flexo presses,
blown film line, tandem and single pass extrusion,
and a nordmeccanica dry laminator is built to foster
sustainability.
Accredo Asia, part of the API Group of Companies
and headquartered in the United States, produces
conventional, compostable, and renewable sustainable
flexible packaging solutions that primarily target the
Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG) segment.
More than 100 people attended the launch gala ceremony,
which featured opening remarks from the leaders of
Accredo and Reifenhauser, a scintillating fire show, and
plant tours for interested guests.

From Left to Right: Muhammad Ali Mirza (Ti), Huynh Phi Long, Head of R&D Accredo
Asia, and Huynh Thi Kim Luyen, Partner SE Packaging Group Ltd (Ti Representative in
Vietnam)

Accredo chose to collaborate with Taghleef to benefit
from its innovative and sustainable packaging films.
Both companies are working together on high barrier
metallized BOPP and wraparound label film projects.
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More versatility, value and visual appeal
Ti’s new MSF matte film

The newest addition to Ti’s range of matte films is now more
versatile than ever! With one side having excellent matte
appearance and the other side being glossy and treated for
printing and laminating needs, MSF adds visual appeal and
value to packaging.
Offering more than improved aesthetics, the film also
performs well on various horizontal and vertical packaging
machines. What’s more, it has excellent runability thanks
to its wide heat seal range, good anti-static characteristics,
and consistent slip properties. It’s also compatible with both
rotogravure and flexographic reverse printing.
Suitable for various food packaging applications as well as
paper and board lamination needs, MSF is available in 18, 20,
and 30 microns. It truly is one of the most attractive, easiest
to run, and most versatile matte films on the market today.

Time for sports in Dubai!
One of the most highly anticipated
events at Ti Dubai is the annual
Sportsfest. The Dubai staff look
forward to this event all year as it
gives everyone who participates—
whether as participant or spectator—
the opportunity to unwind after work,
connect with other colleagues from
different departments, and enjoy
lunch and snacks throughout the day.

attended were entitled to a raffle
coupon for a chance to win different
prizes. With its friendly competitive
spirit and festive atmosphere,
Sportsfest was truly a fun and
memorable day for all.

This year’s Sportsfest was a bigger,
better event for all as it was no longer
limited to just volleyball and cricket.
Participants were divided into several
groups to compete through a variety
of games and athletic challenges in
order to determine the winning team.
In addition to the competitions, all
of the Ti and EDHAF employees who
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Ti Dubai and EDHAF Employees

Taghleef in Algeria

A continuing commitment
The largest country in Africa in land size, Algeria
stands at the convergence of three cultures:
Mediterranean, Arabic and African. With its
population of 43 million people, half under 30,
Algeria’s thriving economy offers substantial
business opportunities. This predominantly
agriculture-based society has food processing
as one of the largest and growing segments,
distinguished by a high consumption of soft drinks
and a locally grown producer as market leader.
Algeria is one of the oldest markets of Ti
where the relationships go back to the times
of Al Khaleej Polypropylene, formerly known
as Ti Oman and later Ti Egypt. The company
continues to grow to meet market demands for
innovation, speed of supply and technology for
high performance and sustainable packaging
solutions. For example, Ti’s lighter and
versatile wrap around label grades like LGL,
LMW, LTG are the chosen label films for
soft drinks brands. Taghleef is the preferred
source of innovation for the budding
in-mould labels industry for margarine,
chocolate and cheese spreads.
Join the Taghleef team at Djazagro 2020
As part of Ti’s local efforts and
commitment, Taghleef Industries will
be showcasing its wide range of packaging solutions in
the upcoming Djazagro 2020. Taking place at the SAFEX
Exhibition Centre in Algiers on April 6-9, Djazagro is one of
the most highly anticipated shows in the region, bringing
together all the Algerian and international players in the
food and packaging industry.

Ti AMEA welcomes new team member!
Taghleef welcomes Mr.
Youcef Bouzidi as a Sales
Representative with the
AMEA sales team. Youcef
is passionate about
building business through
customer relationships.
A French national with
four years of experience in
Pharmaceuticals and
Cosmetics, Youcef will drive
Taghleef sales activities in
francophone African countries.

Youcef Bouzidi,
Sales Representative AMEA
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Environmental protection
is everyone’s responsibility
Located only a few hundred meters
from the sea, Ti’s Biofilm plant in
Cartagena, Colombia has a frontrow view of the problems of plastic
and other waste in our waterways.
Photos show the before, after, and
aftermath of Ti’s efforts to clear a
small drainage canal alongside the
plant.
At Taghleef, we not only obey
the most stringent environment
principles with regards to our
production, but we also make it our
duty to take care of our immediate
surroundings. Employees undertook
a huge effort in Cartagena, first
with shovels and later with a
backhoe, to clear the water of debris.
Unfortunately, the very next rainfall
washed more trash and debris into
the canal. While Ti continues with
a frequent cleaning program to
prevent standing water and stop

plastic waste from reaching the
sea, the root cause is the lack of an
effective waste collection system
in the village. So much waste is still
disregarded carelessly that it is an
endless beginning.

Before cleanup

Downstream problems need
upstream solutions

After manual
cleanup

To help remedy the problem at the
source, we’ve partnered with local
customers and a supplier to educate
members of the community on
the importance of environmental
responsibility. As an industry, we can
lead the way, but we need awareness
and participation from everyone to
make a lasting difference. This and
more will guide us on our path to
positively influencing our community
and lead in social and environmental
engagements.

After more
cleanup with heavy
equipment

After the next storms,
trash begins to
accumulate again.

From trade shows to high school
A new life for old booth materials
At Taghleef, sustainability
is integral to the way we do
business—globally, locally, and in
every department.
For example, when the marketing
department at Ti North America
commissioned new booth fixtures
for use at trade shows and expos,
the question remained: what
should be done with the old
materials? After a quick call to
Ti’s Terre Haute site, 23 crates of
retired booth materials were on
their way to a new life in Indiana.
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In their new home at Terre Haute
North Vigo High School, just
miles from Ti’s Brown Street
distribution center, they’re now
part of educational programs
such as TV production, art, and
construction technology. Media
Arts teacher Mrs. Brittney Hardy
shared how excited she was “for
the students and the possibilities
this donation provides them!”
Students, teachers, and school
administrators alike are thrilled to
put these materials to good use
throughout the school.

2020 Global Events

Feb 2-5

ProSweets

Cologne, Germany

Feb 17-19

Plastics Recycling Conference and Trade Show

Nashville, USA

Mar 4-6

FINAT Technical Seminar

Barcelona, Spain

Mar 10-12

CFIA International Packing Fair

Rennes, France

Mar 17-19

Decorative Surfaces Conference

Vienna, Austria

Mar 22-24

SNAXPO

Charlotte, USA

Mar 31-Apr 2

Sustainable Packaging Coalition SPC Impact

Austin, USA

Apr 4-6

DJAZAGRO

Algiers, Algeria

Apr 14-17

Korea Pack

Goyang-Si, Korea

Apr 29-May 1 AWA International Sleeve Label Conference

Cincinnati, USA

May 6-7

LUXE PACK New York

New York, USA

May 7-13

Interpack

Dusseldorf, Germany

Jun 2-4

Association of Plastic Recyclers APR Member Meeting Milwaukee, USA

Jun 16-26

Drupa

Dusseldorf, Germany

Jun 22-24

ProPak China

Shanghai, China

Jun 23-24

AMI Thin Wall Packaging Conference

Monaco, Monaco

Aug 25-28

IWF International Woodworking Fair

Atlanta, USA

Sep 2-5

Indopack

Kemayoran, Indonesia

Sep 15-17

Labelexpo Americas

Chicago, USA
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